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Abstract. The southern supernova remnant (SNR) W28 was observed in 1994 and
1995 by the CANGAROO 3.8m telescope in a search for multi-TeV gamma ray emis-
sion, using the

Cerenkov imaging technique. We obtained upper limits for a variety of
point-like and extended features within a 1
Æ
region and briey discuss these results,
together with that of EGRET within the framework of a shock acceleration model of
the W28 SNR.
INTRODUCTION
W28 is a composite SNR (mixed or M-type) with centrally lled X-ray and
optical emission and limb brightened or shell-like radio emission [10,6]. It lies
at a distance of about 1.8 kpc (from -D, although kinematic arguments place
a higher gure of 4 kpc), has an age of between 3.5-1510
4
yrs, and evolution
consistent with the radiative or Sedov phases. The radio shell ( 1
Æ
diameter)
is dominated by the northern half and over 40 maser emission (1720 MHz) sites
have been identied indicating strong interaction with a molecular cloud [2]. The
ROSAT X-ray emission is well explained by a thermal model, but recent ASCA data
hint at non-thermal emission in the southwest region [13]. A at spectrum (integral
index  0.9) unidentied EGRET source, 3EG J1800-2338 (0.32
Æ
95% error circle
radius), [4] is centred on the southern radio edge. W28 and the EGRET source
are a strong example of an EGRET source/SNR association [11]. The radio pulsar
PSR J1801-23 at the northern SNR edge is not thought to be associated with W28
given the dierence in distances of this and the SNR [5].
SNR are thought primarily responsible for the acceleration of galactic cosmic-
rays (CR) and W28 is a good southern hemisphere example of such a site. Gamma-
ray emission can be produced from one, or a combination of hadronic (p + p !

Æ
! 2) and electronic (inverse Compton boosting of ambient soft photons and
bremsstrahlung) processes extending up to TeV energies. The emission at TeV
energies (and non-thermal X-ray synchrotron emission) is therefore a tracer of CR
acceleration.
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
We used the 3.8 metre telescope of CANGAROO [3] in a search for TeV gamma-
ray emission from the W28 region over two observation seasons (1994 and 1995).
The imaging camera on this telescope has a eld of view  3
Æ
on a side and we have
used an analysis that maintains a roughly constant gamma-ray selection power for




area [12] of the telescope tracking position. ON
source data were complemented by a set of OFF source data (tracking position
displaced in right ascension only) for background comparison. Following removal
of data under the inuence of weather and instrumental eects, a total (for 1994
and 1995) of 57.5 hours ON and 53.5 hours OFF source data were accepted for
analysis.
The image cuts on data are based on a combination of the Hillas image ori-
entation, location and size parameters (see [9] for a technique summary). W28,
if a TeV emitter, may contain both point-like and extended features, requiring
a detailed study of the o-axis performance of the CANGAROO 3.8m camera.
Simulations of the telescope/camera combination reveal a decreasing gamma-ray
selection eÆciency of the cuts for o-axis point sources, due to camera-edge eects.
It is possible to maintain an improved gamma-ray cut eÆciency over the camera
using a combination of cuts that are dependent on the location of the assumed
source. One of these cuts, D, characterises the distance between the assumed and


























), is dependent on the
image elongation. The standard deviations are given by 
dis
= 0:21 + 0:09d, ie.
